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Ishida, Kitaoka, and Asayama Reply: In the Comment
by Alloul et al. [1], there is a large difference of ap
preciation between our group and the Orsay group.
stress that the conclusion from our Cu NMRyNQR [2] in
Zn:YBCO7 which is the optimum doped compound isnot
analogousto that from the Y NMR in Zn:YBCO61x re-
ported by the Orsay group [3], although we admit th
nonmagnetic impurities induce appreciable localized m
ments on the nearest neighbor Cu sites (hereafter den
as Cunn) in the underdoped compound.In our Cu NMR
measurement, we also observed a slight broadening o
Cu NMR resonance line in Zn:YBCO7 following the Curie
law. However, from our Cu NMRyNQR studies, we can
not conclude whether this Curie term is intrinsic or not
the present. Our Cu NQR measurement strongly sugg
the suppression of the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuat
(AFSF) at the Cu site close to Zn except for Cunn. We
found shorter and longer components ofT1 in Zn:YBCO7

aboveTc. The value of the former is almost the same
that in the pure YBCO7, and the fraction of longer com
ponent increases with Zn content, so that we can conc
that the longerT1 corresponds to the Cu site close to Z
And then,1yT1 of this Cu site followssT1Td21  const re-
lation with the suppressed value. This suppression of
AFSF was also seen even in the underdoped YBa2Cu4O8
doped by Zn in which the induced moments are confirm
by our Cu NQRyNMR [4]. Therefore, it is concluded tha
the induced spins onCunn are not correlatedwith the host
AFSF, since there exists a region near the induced s
where the AFSF is suppressed significantly. From the
NMR experiment, this suppression around Zn cannot
observed, since the AFSF is filtered at the Y site due to
form factor of the hyperfine interaction.

On the contrary, Alloulet al. [1] suggest that the ap
pearance of local magnetism on the Cu near Zn or
impurities is the consequence of theenhancementof the
AF correlation in the vicinity of the impurity. In orde
to investigate the character of the induced spin around
impurity, we have carried out the Al NMR in Al:LSCO
The Al NMR was shown to probe the induced spins
Cunn from the transferred hyperfine interaction throu
the Cunn s3dd-O s2psd-Al s3sd covalent bonds. A re-
markable finding was that the Cunn-1yT1 deduced from
the Al-1yT1 exhibited an appreciabledecreaseupon heat-
ing which is in opposition to the behavior of the host C
1yT1. From this novelT dependence of the Cunn-1yT1,
it became clear, for the first time, that magnetic fluctu
tions of the induced spins on Cunn were isolatedfrom the
correlated AFSF in the host. This isolation seems to
cur in association with the collapse of the AFSF at t
Cu sites over a distance of,2a 3a surrounding Cunn.
The relaxation rate of the induced spins,1yt described as
1yt  aT 1 b within experimental errors, is understoo
by following two relaxation channels, i.e., theT depen-
dent one (aT term) from thesd-exchange coupling betwee
the induced spins and the conducting holes and theT in-
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dependent one (b term) arising from the exchange cou
pling among the induced spins. Here we note that
evaluation ofaT and b from the Al-1yT1 is independent
of whether theinduced spins are independently fluctua
ing or the induced spins behave asa single local moment
around Al like a spin cluster. This is checked by chan
ing the number of sites from four to one and a magnitu
of effective moments fromg

p
SsS 1 1d  0.74 to 1.47

in Eqs. (1)–(5) in Ref. [2]. Thus the values ofJsd and
DTc are almost the same in both the cases. As Allo
et al. pointed out, it might be considered that the conve
tional Abrikosov-Gor’kov (A-G) theory was so simplified
that the actual impurity effect in the high-Tc superconduc-
tors could not be dealt with by this theory. However, sin
the actual theoretical treatment has not been developed
it is natural to analyze the experimental results within t
A-G theory to understand the impurity effect. It is obviou
that the experimental estimation ofDTc by Al doping on
the basis of the A-G theory is smaller by more than 1 ord
of magnitude than the experimental value. We consi
that this result is similar to the Y NMR done by Maha
jan et al. [3]; however, Alloulet al. [1] conclude that the
influence of induced local moments should not be cons
ered as negligible, although the estimation ofDTc from the
A-G theory is quite smaller than the actualDTc. On the
contrary, we conclude that the large reduction ofTc by
nonmagnetic impurities is not due to the magnetic pa
breaking effect by induced local moments but due to ot
mechanisms, e.g., a strong potential scattering from n
magnetic impurity sites on thed-wave model, which eas
ily brings the residual density of states (RDOS) at t
Fermi level. The RDOS in the superconducting state
clearly seen not only in Zn:YBCO7 [1,5], but also in
Bi2212, Tl2223, Hg1223, and Tl1212 [6] due to a crys
imperfection.

Apparently, a set of the Cu and AlT1 results in
Al:LSCO evolved new insights into novel changes
the electronic state on the Cu sites near the nonmagn
impurities, and provided an important clue to address
symmetry of the order parameter to bed wave.
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